BEST

Being able to touch and do stuff ("being able to learn to cook and then make dinner when I got home"; "taking hours to make something, failing to get it to work but still achieving the results"; "designing a go-kart in high school") IIIII IIII
Achieving something as a team or making good contributions to a class discussion IIIII II
School trips away from the school or learning outside - sports, music, geography, language, camp IIIII II
When I was able to gain some form of success, that I had accomplished something IIIII I
I could learn whatever I wanted to learn when I went to uni, following my own trail IIIII 
Readng a novel with a teacher who was passionate; lots of laughter and discussion IIII
Getting good marks III
Straightforward lessons in maths III
Learning about stuff I really enjoyed and could relate to III
Working through a problem and finally working it out II
Learning to dance or sing II
Getting excellent feedback on my writing while at primary school being told how to make it better next time II
The lightbulb moment in a class where the teacher explained something really well II
Planning a rail trail between communities - authentic learning whose relevance I could see II
Working on my own without distractions II

Having a teacher that was there to help
Having the Principal / Head Teacher teach us in class with enthusiasm
Being read to out loud
Being exposed to a variety of experiences
My English teacher acting out Shakespeare with passion and enthusiasm
Where something projected further interest and inspired me to keep going
Feeling ownership of what we were learning/making
A teacher that took time to show me how to do a maths problem and opened my eyes 
Opportunities to direct my own learning in drama, presentations etc
Being given the responsibility to turn on the computer in primary school
A teacher that valued me in primary school
Having a visual interpretation of poetry that made it come alive
Having clear expectations
